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report was written by Timeyin Uwejamomere. It is
based on ﬁndings of the research carried out
by the Mangrove & Partners team led by the Project Team
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comprising Mr. Lookman Oshodi (Project Manager and
Research Coordinator, Enugu), Mrs. Yewande Ogunnubi
(Research Quality Control Coordinator), Mr. Alaba Kelani,
(Research Coordinator, Warri), Mrs. Titilola Bright-Oridami
(Research Coordinator, Kano), Mr. Temple Oraeki (Project
Support Oﬃcer, Enugu), Mr. Weyinmi Okotie (Project
Support Oﬃcer, Warri), Mr. Tsola Uwejamomere (Project
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Estimated projection of the population of

closet systems are also in use. In

only 16%–25% is safely disposed.
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Although there are a few active civil
society organisations (CSOs) in the

functions related to such roles

Commission in the new State Law.

governments should also be
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The blackwater (from toilets) and greywater (from kitchens) are all
channelled, in separate pipes, to the central sewage treatment plant (STP)
located adjacent to the main gate of the shopping mall.
The faecal waste and greywater from the kitchens ﬁrst pass through a grit

which is the property of the mall.
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rivers, ﬂowing from the south west to

total area of metropolitan Kano is about

farmers in Kano and

facilities in the city, most noticeably

service to ensure standards and
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Relative to Enugu and Delta
states, the proportion of the Kano
State budget allocated to relevant
sanitation MDAs between 20172019 appears higher, with as high
as 14.98% in 2019. However, the
proportion of the budget that
goes to MDAs with speciﬁc
sanitation oversight
responsibilities and mandates for
sanitation investment is quite low
compared to water supply.
Analysis shows that the Ministry
of Environment and the state
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation
Agency (RUWASA), both of which
have clear responsibilities for
sanitation, particularly FSM,
received between 9% to 17% of
the allocation to the water and
sanitation sector in the last four
years, 2016–2019.
There is a near silence on sanitation
in the provisions of the Kano State
Water Sector Law 2016 and Kano
State Water Supply Policy, 2007.
Urban sanitation has been
dominated largely by informal
system of private sector activities
while state urban sanitation plans
and infrastructure developed in the
late 1970s and 1980s have become
moribund.
There is a low level of citizens'
participation in planning for the
sanitation sector. This could be
attributed to the lack of a system of
planning for sanitation.
Notwithstanding the limitations set
by religious and cultural

expectations of women, a lot of
women in Kano metropolis own
privately run public convenience
businesses. The stigmatisation of
sewage evacuation and disposal
workers keeps women away from
such investments. However, some
women indicated a willingness to
participate in this component of the
sanitation chain if properly trained
and funded.
Children, as young as 5-year old
boys frequently scavenge at the
Kahuwa dumpsite, used by the
‘Gidan Kowa da Akwai’ operators.
The children revealed that they give
the money realised from the sale of
the faecal sludge manure to their
mothers. Female children were also
on the site hawking meals.
A key area of concern in Kano is the
level of participation of women in
decision making on issues related
to sanitation and hygiene at the
political, strategic and
administrative levels of state
leadership. Only 7% of senior
management staff of 16 MDAs are
women. None of the key ministries
or agencies have a woman in senior
management, including Water
Resources, Budget and Planning,
Education, Environment, Works and
Housing, RUWASA, Water Board,
and Refuse Management and
Sanitation Board (REMASA).
However, two of the six senior
managers in the Ministry
of Education are women.
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Key recommendations:
The study ﬁnds that the process of
treating faecal sludge and turning
this into organic manure is a
proﬁtable venture. The introduction
of technology in the sludge/organic
manure production process to
enhance operators' performance,
ensure safety and boost proﬁt
margins would require funding
support to operators. Low scale
semi-automated bagging machines,
such as used in fertilizer production
or rice mills could be one of such
technologies to reduce human
contact with sludge. Kano has very
hot weather, suitable for the open
air drying of sewage. The
introduction of a drying bed,
designed as cemented labs to
further enhance the process of
dumping, spreading and sorting of
the sewage can also be considered
to support the proposed adaptation
of the fertilizer or rice milling
technology for bagging the sludge.
To improve the
environmental/hygiene condition of
the dumpsite and operators, the
introduction of safety gears such as
hand gloves, nose masks and
replacement of kerosene with a
more suitable odour control agent
alternative would be necessary.

conveniences. There is an urgent
need to provide capacity
strengthening support to both
agencies to enable them deliver on
their mandates and meet the needs
of sustainable sanitation in the city.
On realisation of the gaps in faecal
sludge administration, state civil
servants attending a focus group
discussion (FGD) organised for the
study, formed themselves into a
committee and developed an action
plan to turn around the sanitation
situation. Support should be
provided to this committee, or a
variant of it, to lead a reform in the
state, working with the coordination
of the Department of Pollution
Control.
A key start would be to develop a
Kano Metropolitan Area Integrated
Urban Sanitation Plan, to provide
strategic guidance in addressing the
challenges of sanitation in the
metropolis.

The Department of Pollution Control
in the Ministry of Environment has
the mandate for management and
regulation of faecal sludge while the
Kano State Urban Planning and
Development Authority (KANUPDA)
regulates the activities of public
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spread out and will usually dry up within 3-5 days. The dried sludge is then
130 bags are sold at wholesale for about NGN 10,000 and single bags for NGN 160,
cost the buyer as much as NGN 6,000–10,000 depending on the size of the

Spreading and bagging the dried sewage at the Gandun-Sarki dumpsite, Kano
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This facility receives sewage solely

south west of the state capital, Asaba.

the moment, though it has the
metropolis.
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disposal or reuse. To achieve
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Concrete containment facility in the premises
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accessible to farmers as manure, but bagged and transported to Port Harcourt
for incineration once in six years or more.
The plant has a design capacity to treat 1,974.32 cubic metres of sewage daily,
3
but currently operates on 50% of that capacity as one of the two 987.16m
capacity compartments is down.
The plant charges a discharge fee of NGN 8 per litre of sewage. In this regard,
a 10,000-capacity exhauster truck pays a total of NGN 80,000.00.

The National Action Plan for the
revitalisation of Nigeria's WASH Sector
launched by President Muhammed
Buhari in November 2018 identiﬁed
certain actions the Federal and states
must take to get on the road to
sustainable urban sanitation in Nigeria.
The Federal Government is expected,
amongst other things, to: (i) fast track
development of the National Policy on
Sanitation (harmonisation of the various
policies) and (ii) identify and support
states to demonstrate citywide
approaches to sanitation development.
State governments are expected to: (i)
ensure WASH responsibility is ﬁrmly
established with State Water Agencies
(SWAs) for urban and semi-urban centres,
and with RUWASSAs for rural areas, (ii)
design and construct modular cluster
eﬄuent treatment plants in the interim
with a view to develop central sewerage
in the long-term, and (ii) engage

public–private partnership (PPPs) in a
transparent manner to promote and
regulate effective containment,
emptying, transport, treatment and
disposal and/or reuse of faecal sludge.
This includes conversion of sewerage
into proﬁtable outputs, such as cooking
gas and organic fertilizer.
The outlined actions for states and the
Federal Government are in line with the
expectations and recommendations of
the study ﬁndings. However, for a
pathway to sustainable urban sanitation
in Nigeria, especially in study cities, the
following must be addressed:
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As noted in the context analysis across the

programmes to promote uptake of sanitation
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investments are critical and allocations
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by WaterAid. Neither WaterAid Nigeria, WaterAid members,
nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors,
subcontractors or their employees, makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or any third
party's use or the results of such use of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any speciﬁc commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favouring
by WaterAid or any agency thereof or its contractors or
subcontractors. The views and opinions of authors
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reﬂect those
of the WaterAid thereof.
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